Good day all. This world is full of chaos and despair ~ for this is the nature of this transient world, to slip through our fingers and to fall apart. And amongst the ruins we feel the depth of despair ~ amongst the ruins we feel the confusion of chaos. What can we do but to pray to God? What can we do but to make peace with the transient nature of this world, which keeps slipping through our fingers and falling apart? For nowhere in the rubble will we find salvation. Nowhere in the rubble will we find the Kingdom of Heaven. Nowhere in the rubble will we find sanctuary amidst the chaos and despair. Let us *let* this transient world slip through our fingers. Let us *let* this transient world fall apart. Let us put our *faith* in the Father and in His holy Kingdom, that is far beyond this world of chaos and despair. Amen.

And may you all be blessed in our Father’s love and grace.